Proposed missions such as a Mars sample return mission and a human mission to Mars require landed payload masses in excess of any previous Mars mission. Whether human or robotic, these missions present numerous engineering challenges due to their increased mass and complexity. To overcome these challenges, new technologies must be developed, and existing technologies advanced. Mass reducing technologies are particularly critical in this effort. The proposed work aims to study the suitability of multi-pass entry trajectories for reclaiming of vehicle kinetic energy through magnetohydrodynamic power generation from the high temperature entry plasma. Potential mission and power storage configurations are explored, with results including recommended trajectories, amount of kinetic energy reclaimed, and additional system mass for various energy storage technologies.
Nomenclature

I. Introduction and Motivation
UTURE missions to Mars such as a Mars sample return mission and potential human mission will require much higher masses than have ever been landed on Mars. Previous Mars missions have relied primarily on Viking era technology for entry descent and landing. 1 The limit of this technology is being reached, with the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) landing system in 2012 illustrating the difficulty in high mass Martian landings.
To achieve humanity's goals for Mars exploration, significant technology development is required. Mass reducing technologies are particularly critical in this effort. Not only does a larger mass require more fuel to launch, but it also carries significantly more kinetic energy that must be reduced to near zero if the vehicle is to land safely. Previous Mars missions have shown that the majority of the vehicle's kinetic energy is dissipated during the hypersonic phase, about 92.5% in the case of Mars Pathfinder. 2 During this hypersonic phase of entry, there exists a highly heated, ionized flow around the vehicle. The free electrons in the flow can be potentially harnessed to create a sustained, usable electric current via magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power generation, reclaiming some of the vehicle's dissipated kinetic energy.
MHD vehicle interaction for high speed aerospace applications has been studied since the dawn of the space race, with early theoretical studies dating back to the fifties and early sixties. 3 These studies focused primarily on the flow control applications possible with MHD interaction for purposes such as drag and peak heating modulation. At the time, such studies were limited by available technologies, as the magnetic coils needed to produce the necessary magnetic field were mass prohibitive. Since that time, however, dramatic advances in energy storage and magnetic field generation have been made, and in conjunction with a pressing need to reduce interplanetary launch masses, warrants additional investigation of the topic.
Previous research by Dr. Robert Moses at NASA's Langley Research Center indicates that MHD power generation can be a useful part of future Mars missions. 4 MHD power generation is supported by physics, and numerous power generation schemes have been proposed and studied. 5 Preliminary analysis based on the Mars Pathfinder mission entry trajectory suggests that 100MJ per square meter of electrode area could be generated. 6 However, strong magnetic fields on the order of 1T are required, as well as power equipment to store and handle the generated energy.
The proposed system consists of the following elements: modular MHD generator matrix, electrical current distribution unit, active thermal shield cooling and entry black out mitigation, autonomously powered subsystem for active cooling of temperature sensitive components, resistive load network for heat distribution, oxygen harvesting and separation unit, and rigid, thermo-resistant inflatable containers for oxygen or carbon dioxide storage. 7 Together, these elements create the capability to simultaneously reduce heat shield thermal protection system requirements, reduce entry signal blackout, and generate oxygen for later use on the surface.
For a conventional internal MHD generator, the generated power is linear with ambient electron number density and quadratic with flow velocity. 4 Thus, for a given MHD generator configuration, increased velocity and electron number density will increase output power. The electron number density is primarily fed through aerodynamic heating of the atmosphere, and for a traditional direct entry trajectory is significant for a relatively short period time. For example, the aforementioned 92.5% of kinetic energy lost during the hypersonic phase occurs in less than 60s, presenting difficulties in implementing an energy storage system. It is estimated that for a Mars Pathfinder type space craft, about 14MJ of energy per m 2 of electrode area can be reclaimed during this period; however, this energy generation occurs over about 30s at a high rate of nearly 1 MW. 4 If the energy storage device cannot accept power at this rate, then much of the energy will go to waste. Unfortunately, the ability of an energy storage device to accept energy at a high rate is coupled to its mass, making the direct entry trajectory unattractive for this case. 8 One proposed alternative is to employ a multi-pass aerobraking entry trajectory to increase the time spent in the atmosphere and harvest energy at a more manageable rate. 4 The challenge of this approach lies in maintaining enough velocity to cause the atmosphere to ionize in order to raise the electron number density to suitable levels. It was found that seeding the flow with small amounts of alkali metals such as potassium or cesium dramatically increases electron number density at concentrations as low as 1%. 5 Seeding the flow while employing multi-pass trajectories would allow for sustained power generation for multiple orders of magnitude more time.
The concept of aerobraking for interplanetary missions has been studied for quite some time, with most initial focus on Mars and Venus. 9 Aerobraking has primarily been utilized for science payloads to assist in transferring the satellite from its hyperbolic interplanetary trajectory to its intended orbit around the target body. 12 . These aerobraking maneuvers lasted for significant amounts of time, with the maneuvers taking four months, three months, and five months respectively.
Aerobraking operations that have been studied for MHD power generation take place during significantly shorter periods of time on the order of hours. Previous work by Moses generated multi-pass entry, descent, and landing trajectories, termed E i DL, where i represents the number of atmospheric passes. These orbit cases were generated by assuming an entry velocity and vehicle mass and varying the system drag area. 4 In the above case, varying the drag area produced 3, 7, and 11 pass entry paths spending 1881s, 4390s, and 7400s in the atmosphere respectively. The analysis was carried out for a 1000kg Mars Pathfinder class entry vehicle, and yielded an average of 500MJ per pass with a much lower energy generation rate. It is also claimed that future carbon nanotube based superconducting energy storage devices could store this energy with approximately 200 kg of added system mass, but without this technology, the additional mass requirement would become approximately 3000kg. 4 It would be of great benefit to extend this analysis to various types of entrance vehicles, and also to attempt to control the number of atmospheric passes through only the initial position and velocity states at the Mars atmospheric boundary. In addition, energy advances in energy storage technologies since the publication of previous results warrants additional review. The contributions contained herein are an effort to achieve these goals. Specifically a model for total energy retained as a function of energy generation rate and amount, a dynamical model that would allow for simulation of multi-pass trajectories and seeded electron number densities, and finally, determination of total converted kinetic energy and additional system mass for various orbit cases, vehicle types, and energy storage technologies.
II. Relevant Background and Theoretical Approach
A. Determining the Power Available for MHD Energy Generation The total energy available via MHD energy generation is the integration of the power available for a MHD generator along a given trajectory. To actually calculate this power generation profile, it is necessary to identify the relevant physical interactions occurring along a given trajectory. These interactions are the gravitational interaction between planetary body and spacecraft, the aerodynamic interaction between planetary atmosphere and spacecraft, and the thermochemical interaction within the atmosphere as the spacecraft moves at supersonic speed. The superimposed effects of these three physical interactions will eventually allow for the definition of the position state, velocity state, and electron number density. These states define the total power that can be generated by MHD energy conversion. For a conventional internal MHD generator, the generated power behaves the following scaling law
Where P is the generator power output, n e is the ambient electron number density, u is the flow velocity, B is the magnetic field strength, A c is the generator area, and L i is the generator length. For the purposes of this analysis, the magnetic field strength will be assumed in all cases to be a constant 0.2 Tesla. The generator area will be assumed to be 1 square meter in all cases as well, with a characteristic length of 1 meter. As a result, the above scaling law can be reduced to a function of electron number density and velocity only.
The remaining tasks are to find the velocity and electron number density along the trajectory. The velocity can be calculated by defining the system dynamics and integrating to obtain position and velocity. Taking into account the gravitational and aerodynamic interaction, the Equation of motion for the system relative to the Martian center of mass can be written as
where ρ is the atmospheric density, implicitly a function of altitude and calculated from a relevant Mars atmospheric mod el, and β is the ballistic coefficient of the entry vehicle, defined below as follows:
where m is the entry vehicle mass, C D is the entry vehicle drag coefficient, and A is the entry vehicle characteristic area. Since altitude is a function of position and β is constant for a given entry vehicle, Equation 2 is now a system of differential Equations as functions of position and velocity. These Equations can be numerically integrated using a tool such as MATLAB's ode45 to give the position and velocity states as a function of time.
To calculate the electron number density, the atmospheric composition after passing through a shock wave must be calculated. Since the ambient density, pressure, and temperature can be calculated as functions of altitude, and Martian atmospheric species composition is known and assumed to be constant, the addition of velocity fully , and e -. Since an equilibrium solver is being used, the particular chemical reaction mechanism by which these processes occur are not needed. Only the initial species, final species, initial atmospheric properties, and velocity are needed. Using these data in conjunction with the atmospheric properties as a function of altitude, the post shock temperature, pressure, and species composition can be calculated as a function of velocity.
Once the species composition, temperature, and pressure are known, the equilibrium electron number density is calculated using the post shock density, molecular weight, and electron mole fraction. Equilibrium electron number density is strongly dependent on the post shock temperature, and the standard Mars atmospheric constituents fail to yield sufficient electron number density for MHD energy generation below velocities of 5 km/s. However, previous work indicates that seeding the flow with a small amount of easily ionizable species such as alkali metals can boost the electron number density. For example seeding the flow in the vicinity of the MHD Generator with 1% potassium by mass results in multiple order of magnitude increases in electron number density. 5 Results for 1% potassium seeded electron number density as a function of vehicle velocity and altitude are presented below as Figure 1 After the numerical integration has been done to calculate the trajectory and obtain the velocity and altitude, the electron number density at each point in the trajectory is calculated using the method described above. Then, the power generated can be calculated for each point, giving a power vs. time curve that defines the amount of energy available for that trajectory. This curve is then ready for analysis by the electrical energy storage system model.
B. Electrical Energy Storage Systems
Electrical energy storage systems are extremely diverse in their mechanisms and applications. These systems can be mechanical, chemical, and electrodynamic in mechanism, while others still are combinations of these elements. Applications for electrical energy storage systems range from mobile devices to large water retention ponds capable of powering entire cities for long periods of time. 16 With such a diversity in mechanisms and applications, appropriate performance objectives upon which to evaluate electrical energy storage systems are challenging to develop. This problem is particularly troublesome for systems under development that may have an ill-defined application profile.
Examples of common electrical energy storage system performance parameters include mass, endurance, power capacity, longevity, and heat generation. For example, while longevity as measured by charge and discharge cycles may be an issue for chemical electrical energy storage systems such as batteries, it may not be an issue for physically based energy storage systems such as pumped hydroelectric storage. However, batteries have a clear advantage in mobility and mass, while pumped hydroelectric storage is suitable for static mass unconstrained situations such as municipal power generation. 16 Thus, if one is to properly model a given energy storage system's performance, much effort must first be expended to properly define and identify parameters most important to a particular application. The application being presently considered is a flight application, and thus mass is expected to play an extremely important role in the performance of such an energy storage system. In addition, although electrical energy storage system parameters such as longevity and heat generation are important, the assessment of their impact requires detailed system design information that is outside the scope of this analysis and typically not known without precise knowledge of the energy usage loads and flight system geometry. The total amount of electrical energy generated will allow for estimation of the size of energy storage device needed; however, as mentioned earlier the electrical energy generation for this application may occur at a relatively high rate that will place requirements on system power capacity as well. 16 Thus, for the purposes of this analysis, total energy system mass is determined to be the most important parameter. If some total amount of energy is to be generated at a certain rate, mass and energy requirements can be calculated. Both total energy storage capacity and discharge power capacity for an electrical energy storage system can be related to system mass by defining mass specific versions of each of these properties. Typical units are watt hours per kg and watts per kg for specific energy storage and power discharge capacity. Although electrical energy storage systems for a given type may vary in their values for the aforementioned parameters, there is typically a range for each parameter that is considered appropriate for a given technology. These values are determined experimentally and continually evolve as new developments in energy storage techniques come to fruition. These ranges can be used to define a best, average, and worst case scenario for a given technology.
As mentioned earlier, there are large a number of electrical energy storage systems in use; however, given the present flight application, there are a smaller number of energy storage systems that are appropriate. The electrical energy storage systems categories that will be considered in this analysis are batteries, capacitors, and miscellaneous devices such as flywheels and super conducting magnetic energy storage.
Batteries are used in a variety of both static and mobile situations, with applications ranging from low to high power. They involve some sort of chemical reaction, that when activated generates electricity. Although the bulk system performance for a battery is a function of complex multi-step reactions in reality, the performance as measured by power and energy density can be abstracted to a rough function of mass. Batteries under consideration are chosen as being representative, though not exhaustive, of the rechargeable technologies available and listed in order of age include lead acid, nickel cadmium, and lithium ion. Each of these systems has a characteristic performance, proven robustness, and longevity that makes them representative of the category from a performance analysis perspective.
Capacitors are another electrical energy storage system type that has the potential for portability, but unlike batteries, they store their energy in an electrical field generated internally. They can thus be said to have an electrodynamic energy storage mechanism. Capacitors as typically seen in consumer electronics are electrolytic capacitors, consisting of two metal plates a certain distance apart filled with a dielectric material. They can be made to withstand extremely high voltage and energy storage rates, but their specific total energy storage capacity is usually poor. Recently, new types of capacitors that do not involve conventional dielectrics, but instead achieve much higher capacitance through separation of charge along extremely short distances or electrochemical reactions. These capacitors, termed super or ultracapacitors, have energy charge and discharge rates comparable to conventional capacitors, but have much higher specific energy values. The performance ranges for both types are distinct, and together these ranges serve as useful characterizations for the technology.
Other electrical energy storage systems are considered in this analysis. Some of these systems are exotic in nature and are quite new. One example is superconducting magnetic energy storage. In this storage technique, the resistance less property of a superconducting material is used to facilitate an extremely high loop current that results in a dense magnetic field. This magnetic field stores the electrical energy. Due to their superconductivity, such systems have very high power discharge and charge rates, and acceptable energy storage density. Disadvantages, however, include the cryogenics usually necessary to achieve superconductivity, the effect of the strong magnetic field on neighboring electronics, and overall system weight. Super conducting magnetic energy storage system performance may be enhanced by exploiting superconductivity of carbon nanotubes, reducing system weight while increasing specific energy and power capability. 17 Another type of electrical energy storage system considered is a flywheel based system, where electrical energy is stored mechanically, typically with the assistance of magnetic bearings. Such a system can store a relatively large amount of energy with minimal thermal loss and high discharge rates when needed. This system may also have additional effects on flight vehicles with regards to stability and control owing to the large rotating mass.
In summary, electrical energy storage systems performance can be represented as mass specific energy and discharge power capacity. For the present application of power generation and energy storage, charge power capacity and discharge power capacity are assumed to be roughly equal, simplifying the analysis. One way in which to visualize the performance of these systems is to plot the specific power vs. the specific energy storage capacity. Such a plot is termed a Ragone plot and is very useful for selecting power systems. For the application being considered, good choices generally lie to the top right of the chart, while poorer choices lie to the bottom left. A Ragone plot generated from industry data for the energy storage devices being considered is presented below as Figure 2 . The plot presented above includes highlights of best and worst case scenarios, as represented by the red and blue dots respectively. These values do not necessarily represent any real device in particular, rather only the limits of a particular technology. This plot gives the necessary information to calculate the electrical energy storage system mass for a power vs. time profile.
III. Methodology and Experimental Design
A. Dynamical Model Implementation and Power Profile Construction
The aforementioned approach is implemented numerically in MATLAB. The temperature and pressure are written as simple functions of altitude based on relevant Mars atmospheric data, with temperature following a linear profile and pressure following an exponential one. The Martian atmospheric composition is known to be relatively constant with altitude 14 and in conjunction with the ideal gas law allows for the calculation of the density variation with altitude as well. The specification of the ambient temperature, pressure, composition, density completes all relevant Martian atmospheric inputs into the model.
With the relevant Martian atmospheric conditions specified, the dynamical model described in Equation 2 is implemented in MATLAB using the ode45 integration function. Given initial conditions, the model calculates the position and velocity states as functions of time until the spacecraft's trajectory intersects with the Martian surface. In addition, the model is also set up to record and count each instance in which the spacecraft exits or leaves the Martian atmospheric boundary, taken in this case as an altitude of 100km. This tabulation is important in effectively determining the number of complete orbits made during a multi-pass entry trajectories as well as determining the total time spent in the atmosphere. The test vehicle configurations considered in this analysis are presented above as Table 1 . For each configuration, the initial altitude and velocity was 100 km and 5 km/s respectively, and multi-pass entry trajectories were found experimentally by varying the initial flight path angle and using the aforementioned model to determine the number of passes and the total time in atmosphere. The result was a series of entry trajectories for each configuration, with number of passes ranging from two to ten. The initial conditions for these trajectories are presented below as Table  2 . Each initial condition specifies the position and velocity states throughout the corresponding trajectory, giving the altitude and speed at each point. The electron number density is calculated using NASA's CEA code to solve the post shock thermochemistry problem. Inputs are the freestream velocity, atmospheric composition, seed particle amount, and ambient atmospheric pressure and temperature. The atmospheric composition is as noted previously, and the seed particle is left as 1% mass fraction potassium as indicated in previous studies. 4 The ambient pressure and temperature can be generalized as functions of altitude, such that the electron number density is essentially a function of altitude and velocity only. In order to expedite computation for multiple runs, a lookup table for electron number density as a function of altitude and velocity is generated, with altitude varying from 0 to 100 km in 1km increments and velocity varying from 3000 -5500 m/s in 100 m/s increments. These values cover the range of conditions and velocities suitable to MHD energy generation 4 , with final electron number density linearly interpolated based on the Table values.
B. Electrical Energy Storage System Performance Model
A model has been created that calculates the electrical energy storage system mass for a given power generation profile and energy storage system type. It does so by integrating the power generation vs. time profile curve to calculate the total energy available for storage while also noting the peak energy generation power. As shown in Figure 2 , both power and energy requirements define energy storage system mass. Thus, there are two possibilities, power capacity driven mass, and energy generation driven mass. Both approaches must be taken, and the final stored energy is assessed relative to the initial amount of energy. From the system mass and relative energy conversion metrics, an educated assessment can be made with regards to what energy storage system mass is most advantageous for a given technology. The numerical values for Figure 1 are summarized below as Table 3 The minimum and maximum pairs in Table 3 above define worst and best cases respectively. In addition, an average case can be generated that is exactly between the two. The result is three distinct performance cases for each technology, and is selectable within the model by the user. The end result is to generate values for power and energy density given selections for energy storage system type and performance scenario. These processes are described below as Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 3 , there are two approaches to finding energy storage system mass. The first approach is simpler and involves defining system power capacity as equal to the maximum energy generation rate from the given power profile. Dividing this system power capacity by the specific power capacity for the technology under consideration results in the system mass. Total stored energy is calculated by multiplying this mass by the specific energy capacity of the technology under consideration, and this value is compared with the total energy available. Depending on the technology, this approach may generate a very high or very low mass and very high or very low percent available energy stored.
The second approach is somewhat more complicated and involves using the total available energy to drive system mass. An initial guess for the system mass is set by dividing total available energy by specific energy capacity for the technology in question. This initial guess for system mass is then used to calculate the power capacity of this system. If the power capacity is above the maximum power for the power profile, no further action is taken, otherwise, the power generation profile must be 'clipped' at the maximum power capacity rate for the system. Thus, a new power profile curve and associated total energy is generated, requiring that the initial guess for the mass be modified. This process must be completed iteratively until a converged value for energy storage mass is found. At the completion of the process, the final mass determines the amount of energy stored, and it can be compared with the original amount of energy available from the power generation profile.
At the conclusion of this process, the model outputs the system mass and converted energy using both approaches in addition to the total energy available for conversion. Different technologies may result in one or the other approach being better than the other. For this analysis, the highest percent energy retained is chosen. Finally, there is an option to limit the total energy storage system mass to come predefined value, taken as 10% for this analysis. Analysis of the aforementioned power profile assuming no constraints on energy storage mass and average performance for each energy storage technology yields the mass data given in Table 4 below Many of the energy storage system masses in Table 4 are above the original vehicle mass of 1000kg. In many cases, the mass is very high due to the limited power capacity in comparison to the energy capacity or vice versa. Since the energy storage system mass is a function of only two parameters, power density and energy density, a surface plot of the total energy stored while limiting mass to 10% of overall vehicle mass can be generated, given as Figure 5 below.
Figure 5. Percent available energy stored for Moses test vehicle direct entry case, mass constrained to 100kg.
As can be seen in Figure 5 , the energy storage system is incapable of storing the available energy up to a certain point, marked with a data cursor. This point is of interest because it defines the mini mum performance characteristics necessary for an energy storage system to satisfy a certain mass constraint and store all of the available energy without wasted storage capacity.
IV. Results and Discussion
In the following analysis, results are presented for the three previously described vehicle configurations for a variety of passes. Tabulated values include the generated energy, minimum energy storage system performance required to fit within a 10% of vehicle mass envelope, and selected trajectories and associated unconstrained energy storage system masses for a variety of technologies. Tabulated values are presented below as Tables 5 through 7 In examining Tables 5 through 7 , a few interesting trends can be observed. For all three cases, the amount of energy available for MHD energy generation decreased when the number of passes through the atmosphere increased, despite an increase in the time in atmosphere. This drop in energy can be most directly attributed to the strong dependence of electron number density on velocity and altitude. For the higher pass cases, comparatively more time is spent at lower velocities, resulting in lower overall electron number densities and thus available energy.
However, although the higher pass cases result in lower available energy, the rate at which that energy is generated is much more amenable to conventional energy storage systems. For example, for the Mars Science Laboratory case, there is a significant difference in the minimum power and energy density required to store the energy in under 10% of initial vehicle mass, a factor of about 4 for power density and 1.5 for energy density as opposed to a factor of roughly 1.5 for available energy. From an energy perspective, this result is unsurprising due to what is essentially the same velocity change occurring over a longer period of time.
In addition, the highest available energy per m 2 of generator area corresponded to the Moses test vehicle, which was also the vehicle configuration with the highest ballistic coefficient. The ballistic coefficient determines the rate at which the velocity decreases, and higher ballistic coefficients allow the vehicle to stay at higher velocities for longer during a multi-pass trajectory, resulting higher electron number densities and higher available power. The lowest ballistic coefficient vehicle, the Mars Science Laboratory, also had the lowest available energy, but it should be noted that this was also the vehicle with the most surface area available for MHD energy generation.
The ten pass cases seemed most amenable to current energy storage technologies, with the smallest power and energy density required to stay under 10% of initial vehicle mass. The existing or soon to exist energy storage technology masses for each of these cases, assuming average performance for each energy storage type, are presented below as Table 8 . 
V. Conclusion
An analysis capability for MHD generator equipped entry descent and landing systems has been developed. This capability includes a trajectory model, Martian atmospheric model, and post shock chemical equilibrium code implementation. In addition, several configurations were examined to study the trade between configurations, multipass orbits, and energy storage system technologies. It was generally found that increased ballistic coefficients resulted in higher available energy per meter squared of generator energy and that multi-pass orbits tended to reduce the power requirements dramatically while having a moderate decrease in total available energy. Increased electrical energy storage system performance has been deemed critical to the success of the system, with all but the most advanced prospective energy storage systems failing to be under 10% of initial vehicle mass. Future plans include extension of the model with a finite rate chemistry model and magnetohydrodynamic flow code as well as examination of other, larger potential Mars entry vehicles.
